
rationalized casegoods & optimized componentry

iXY
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iXY

The need for private space at work isn’t going away and the benefits of working together are just as important. 

iXY accommodates workplace needs with kinetic elements that easily transform a private work setting to 
a shared environment without compromising workflow.  By supporting technology, rationalizing casegoods, 
and optimizing componentry, iXY gives you the freedom to work the way you need to.  
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transitional collaboration

Taking the collaborative work experience from open plan to private office, 
with workflow and organizational solutions for productivity.
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iXY

Sliding Door Storage

Adjustable Height Worksurfaces 

Benches With Storage
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iXY
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technology management

Technology is fully integrated into iXY with function specific credenzas 
that include cable access, ventilation and at reach power.
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iXY

kinetic environments

Designed for taking full advantage of mobility for today’s versatile workspace, 
as well as sit to stand applications.
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rationalized casegoods
Creating a light and airy aesthetic that reflects 

rationalized design with essential scale.  
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iXY

Light Aesthetic 

Soft Close Storage

Seamless Transition
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optimized componentry

Taking the iXY componentry back to an open plan environment with fluid 
transition and optimal productivity for planned or casual meeting spaces.
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Surface Power 

Integrated Pull

Wire Management Channel

iXY
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iXYwww.jsifurniture.com

Each piece of wood is unique, characterized with differences in color, grain configuration and texture.  
These characteristics are not considered defects and are easily detected with natural and light finishes.
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iXY

iXY cases are finished on all sides.  Casegoods All drawers, excluding lateral files, feature a soft close mechanism.  Technology Credenzas
Standard with ventilated, removable back panels for access, above and below surface power units, and are available with or without an
adjustable height worksurface.  Pulls Integrated pull in arctic silver or bright white.  Optional ADA pull in arctic silver or polished 
aluminum.  Glass Four leg table desks are offered with a back painted or clear glass option.  Metal Select from arctic silver, bright white or 
polished aluminum.

Learn how iXY can contribute to your sustainability goals by contacting your JSI Customer Service Team.



225 Clay Street • P.O. Box 231 

Jasper,  Indiana 47547

812.482.3204 O

812.482.1548 F

js ifurniture.com

800.457.4511

J.MPS.iXY.1014.7500

TM

pedestal supported desks
with secondary height credenzas and storage
overall dimensions 
166.5"W  71.5"D  56"H

fixed desk
with secondary height workwall and round lift
overall dimensions 
98.75"W  78.75"D  69"H

pivoting desk
with bench height workwall and technology credenza
overall dimensions 
127"W  126.25"D  69"H

pedestal supported desks
with technology credenzas and freestanding overheads
overall dimensions 
240"W  82.5"D  56"H

pivoting desk
with secondary height credenza and shelf
overall dimensions 
107.25"W  71.25"D  56"H

glass desk
with primary height workwall and storage units
overall dimensions 
150"W  109.5"D  69"H

fixed height desk
with secondary height workwall and storage tower
overall dimensions 
108"W  109.5"D  69"H

adjustable height desk 
with kneespace credenza
overall dimensions 
117"W  109.5"D  69"H

iXY designed by David Allan Pesso

iXY

adjustable height square table 
with open shelf storage
overall dimensions 
108"W  123"D  69"H


